
International Summer School
ON EARTHEN AND BAMBOO CONSTRUCTION

july 16 - 30
2023

AUSTRIA

JOIN 
US!

facts

Date and Location
July 16 - 30, 2023
abz AgrarBildungsZentrum 
Salzkammergut,
Pichlhofstraße 62,
4813 Altmünster, Austria

Participation Fee 1920 €
The fee includes
:: accommodation in 2-4 bed rooms (en suite)
:: full board (vegetarian, regional, seasonal)
:: participation in all the summer school   
   activities, workshops and lectures
:: a summer school handbook
:: leisure activities and beach within walking 
   distance

Scholarships
Participants can apply for partial scholarships
:: small scholarship: fee 1600 €
:: medium scholarship: fee 1290 €
:: large scholarship: fee 970 €

Certification
Participants will get a course certificate
(4.5 ects) in the name of the unesco Chair 
earthen architecture  & University of Arts Linz

Application
Deadline May 20, 2023
Application for scholarships until April 20
Fill in the application form on our website 
and upload your CV (max. 6 A4 pages in b/w)

Objectives
Promote earth and bamboo as excellent 
materials for contemporary architecture 
and establish global networks to facilitate 
exchange of knowledge and experience.

Who can participate
We address architects, students, lecturers, 
craftspeople and engineers from all over 
the world, who are interested in sustainable 
architecture.

amàco - franco noriega + zoé tric  
dominik abbrederis + max weidacher
francois streiff + becky little
veronica correa + lucía correa + daniel stamatis

programme

Workshops
Learn from world-leading experts how to build with 
regenerative materials. Participants can choose two
workshops on different techniques, each lasting 4.5 
days.

 

 

Material Science
Basics in using earth and bamboo for construction.
Exchange and discussion between the workshops.
earth - amàco team  |  bamboo - bambuterra team

Theory Classes
Theory classes will present different insights and 
allow discussions about challenges of sustainable 
architecture. Guests are ANNA HERINGER + MARTIN 
RAUCH among others ...

Networking
In the evening we give the stage to the participants. 
You can present your projects, discuss them with the 
others and create new networks.

adobe + earth blocks |
rammed earth |
earth + firbres |

bamboo |

Contact
basehabitat@kunstuni-linz.at
www.basehabitat.org


